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Introduction 
 

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed 
type of cancer among women in 2013, account-
ing for 29% of all new cancer cases and the 
second most common cause of cancer death in 
women (1). Carcinoembryonic antigen and CA 
15-3 used as weak detection markers in breast 
cancer as well as the Mucin 1, which expresses in 
both affected and unaffected individuals (2, 3). 
Because, there is no gold standard treatment for 
breast cancer as a highly heterogeneous disease, 
nowadays there is special attention focused on 
targeted therapies and specific predictive and 

prognostic targets for individualized therapeutics 
and screening approaches (4). In the last decades 
development of skills in morphological features 
and clinical staging in breast cancer has caused 
the early detection of the disease as well as novel 
adjutant therapies, reduced the mortality rate in 
patients (4). 
A group of tumor-associated antigens, the Can-
cer/Testis antigens (CTAs), has recently attracted 
the attention of the researchers, to develop can-
cer vaccines and specific targeted therapies (5).  
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Aberrant expression of CTAs has been shown in 
different cancers while testis shows the highest 
normal expression levels and no significant ex-
pression have been reported in the other normal 
tissues (6, 7, 8). The tight junctions between the 
Sertoli cells in testis, generates the testis blood 
barrier which prevents communication between 
germ cells and the immune cells circulating with-
in blood vessels and prevents them from eliciting 
an immune response which causes to the unique 
feature of testis as an immune privileged organ. 
Resistance against cancer will induce, if someone 
is exposed to male germ cell proteins (9).  
The important similarities between the processes 
of germ-cell and cancer cell development streng-
then the possibility that cancer commandeers 
parts of the gametogenic programs in the process 
of cancer cell development (6). Malignant charac-
teristics may be induced by the same pathways of 
gametogenic programs that have been silent in 
fetal development in somatic tissues (6). There is 
a growing list of CT antigens in different cancers; 
some of them are in clinical trials such as lung 
cancer (10). 
The protein product made by Synaptonemal 
Complex Protein 3 (SYCP3) is the key structural 
ingredient presents in chromosomal synapsis. It 
is essential for appropriate chromosomal segrega-
tion and possible recombination of the chromo-
somes passing meiosis.  
Synaptonemal complex protein 3 known as a 
meiotic gene, but dysfunction of the mitotic: 
meiotic switch has been reported as a possible 
reason for neoplastic changes of primordial germ 
cells (11). The protein encoded by SYCP3 is 
mainly located at the cells nucleoplasm, interacts 
with the tumor suppressor genes, BRCA1 (12) 
and BRCA2 (13) which are the main disease caus-
ing genes in breast cancer.  
According to the critical role of SYCP3 in cell 
division, we conducted this study to analyze its 
transcripts in breast tumors and breast cancer of 
cell lines. The cell lines were selected based on 
their specific criteria has to cover all pathological 
characteristics and derivatives of breast cancer 
(14). 
 

Materials and Methods 
 
 Patients and normal samples 
Forty-seven breast tumors, five normal epithelial 
cells, and two normal testes were subjected to 
transcript analysis. Confirmed normal breast epi-
thelial cells were collected from the surgical re-
movals of the mamoplastic surgeries from the 
individuals referred to the hospitals related to 
Tehran University of Medical Sciences during 
April 2014 to August 2015. Normal testes were 
obtained from the orchiectomy surgeries and 
fresh frozen breast tumors were obtained from 
the National Tumor Bank of Cancer Institute of 
Tehran University of Medical Sciences. All tissues 
were stored in -70 °C until experiments.  
The Ethics Committee of Tehran University of 
Medical Sciences has approved the research. In-
formed constants were obtained from all partici-
pants.  
 
Cell Lines 
 The selected breast cancer cell lines including, 
BT-474, MDA-MB-468, MDA-MB-231, T47D, 
SKBR3 and MCF7 were purchased from Pasteur 
institute, Tehran. Cells were cultured according 
to ATCC instructions in RPMI-1640 or DMEM 
media by adding 10% fetal calf serum (Invitro-
gen) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitro-
gen). Cells were incubated at 37 °C in a humidi-
fied incubator with 5% CO2. The flasks with 
about 2x106 cell counts were separated for RNA 
extraction. 
 

RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis 
Isolation of total RNA from the cell lines and 
fifty micrograms of tumors and normal tissues 
were done using Tripure reagent (Roche, Mann-
heim, Germany) following the manufacturer’s 
protocol. To determine the quality and quantity 
of extracted RNA, NanoDrop spectrophotome-
ter (Nano- Drop® Technologies) and gel elec-
trophoresis were done. One microgram of total 
RNA was converted to cDNA using Takara 
cDNA synthesis kit (Takara, Japan), according to 
the manufacturer protocol with minor modifica-
tions. As the reaction primer, a mix of random 
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hexamers and oliogo dT was used. RT-negative 
tubes without adding the RT enzyme were used 
as the negative control of the experiments. 
Quality of cDNAs was confirmed by the amplifi-
cation of the housekeeping gene Phosphogluco-
mutase 1(PGM1) (Table1). 
 

Real-time quantitative polymerase chain 
reaction 
Quantitative Real-Time PCR was performed to 
determine the transcript levels of the target 
genes, using SYBR GreenІ Premix (Takara, Ja-
pan) and 200 ng/μl of each of the cDNAs, fol-

lowing the manufacturer’s protocol with minor 
modifications. 
Amplifications were done in 40 cycles using Ro-
tor-GeneTM 6000 machine (Corbette Life Scien-
ceTM, Germany). To determine the maximum 
efficiency of each primer pairs, serial dilution of 
10 pmol/μl of mixed primers was performed and 
0.5μl for each primer was considered as the best 
efficiency in a final volume of 20 μl of reactions. 
PGM 1 and Hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltrans-
ferase (HPRT) were used as internal controls to 
normalize the target genes. The sequences of the 
related primers are listed in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Primers sequences 
 

Gene Primer sequences Amplicon (bp) 

SYCP3 F: GACTGGCTTTTCTCCTGTGC  
R: GATCTTCCACAGACGGCTTC 

220 

PGM1 F: AGCATTCCGTATTTCCAGCAG 
R: GCCAGTTGGGGTCTCATACAAA 

120 

HPRT F: CCTGGCGTCGTGATTAGTGAT 
R: AGACGTTCAGTCCTGTCCATAA 

131 

                         F: Forward primer, R: Reverse primer, bp: base pairs 
 

Statistical analysis 
To analyze the relative gene expression data, 
REST 2009 software was used (15) using the am-
plification efficiencies and cycle thresholds from 
comparative quantification analysis in Rotor gene 
software. The final relative expression obtained 
relative to the normalizer genes and normal 
breast tissues. The pair-wise fixed reallocation 
randomization test with 2000 iterations in the 
REST 2009 software was used to determine the 
significances. 
 

Results 
 

The testis-specific gene, SYCP3 was subjected to 
transcript analysis by employing the quantitative 
Real Time RT-PCR in six breast cancer cell lines, 
5 normal breast tissues, 2 normal testis tissues 
and 47 breast tumors. PGM1 and HPRT were 
used to normalize the gene expression as the in-
ternal controls. After normalizing the expressions 
levels, normal breast epithelial tissues showed 
low levels of SYCP3 transcripts in comparison to 
the expression of reference genes, whereas the 

SYCP3 transcript levels in testis were higher than 
normal breast but not at a statistically significant 
level (P= 0.321). Breast tumors showed mod-
erately increasing in transcript fold changes in 
comparison to normal breast (P=0.745), whereas 
all of the studied breast cancer cell lines showed 
very high levels of overexpression (P= 0.001) in 
comparison to normal breast, except for MCF7 
cell line (P= 0.834) (Fig. 1). However SYCP3 is 
known as a testis-specific gene, interestingly five 
out of six studied breast cancer cell lines showed 
very significantly up-regulation of SYCP3 in 
comparison to normal testis (P=0.001) (Fig. 1, 2). 
 

Discussion 
 

In our experiment the breast cancer cell lines ex-
cept for MCF7, showed higher expression levels 
than those in testis, however SYCP3 has normal-
ly enriched expression in testis. Breast tumors 
showed overexpressed SYCP3 in comparison 
with normal breast as well, but the differences 
were not statistically significant. 
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Fig. 1: Fold changes of SYCP3 expressions in comparison to normal breast tissues in breast tumors and cell lines 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Comparative fold expressions changes of SYCP3 in comparison to normal breast tissues in breast tumors 
and cell lines 

 
The cells in breast tumors are usually heteroge-
neous; otherwise, contaminated tumor cells with 
stromal cells may cause this difference as well 
(16).  
MDA-MB-231, the Claudin-low subtype of 
breast cancer, T47D, the Luminal A subtype and 
MDA-MB-468, the Basal subtype of breast can-
cer showed the highest levels of transcripts. 
SKBR3, the HER2-enriched subtype and BT474, 
the Luminal B subtypes showed the next rank in 
elevated transcript in comparison to normal 
breast (Fig. 2). MCF7 as the other Luminal A 

subtype has no SYCP3 overexpression. SYCP3 
could be a potential diagnostic marker for breast 
cancer, however, further investigations are 
needed to extend and more validate the results.  
Most of breast cancer knowledge has been ob-
tained from in vivo and in-vitro studies on breast 
cancer cell lines. They are unlimited and easily 
exploited sources of self-replicating material, 
without impurity with stromal cells. Cell lines are 
indicative models of the tumors which are de-
rived from and potent tools to test the efficiency 
of therapeutic drugs (16). Working on cell lines 
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has some disadvantages as well, such as being the 
representative of the original stromal environ-
ment, which they come from. Their sustained 
growth in culture processes might modify the 
phenotype and lead to an accumulation of ge-
nome alterations (16).  
We suggest SYCP3 as a new Cancer/Testis anti-
gen in breast cancer. Testis is an immune privi-
leged organ without expressing HLA molecules. 
CTAs are proposed as possible biomarkers for 
targeted treatments. Unlike chemotherapy, which 
kills healthy dividing cells in addition to tumor 
cells with important side effects, CTAs can be 
used for specific targeting of cancer cells by using 
monoclonal antibodies or dendritic cell-based 
immunotherapy (2). Functional roles of CTAs 
including modulating the gene expression, con-
tribution to tumor signaling pathways, tumor cell 
division and apoptosis have been indicated (17). 
A growing inventory of various CTAs in breast 
cancer is available (18). 
We previously reported overexpression of 
cancer/testis gene TSGA10 (19), OIP5 and 
TAF7L (20), and AURKC (7) in breast tumors as 
well. 
In our previous research SYCP3 was the subject 
of expression analysis in different cancers using 
conventional RT-PCR. Elevated expression 
showed in the moderately differentiated 
gemistocytic astrocytoma, pituitary adenoma, 
ovarian tumor and glioma (21). SYCP3 has been 
proposed as a prognostic marker in cervical can-
cer (22), non-small cell lung cancer (23) and 
overexpressed in cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (24) 
and acute lymphoblastic leukemia as well (25). It 
has an essential meiotic function in spermatoge-
nesis and mutations in this gene are associated 
with spermatogenesis arrest in males and suscep-
tibility to pregnancy loss in females as well (26, 
27). 
  The science on CTAs is not deep enough to 
explain the nature, reasons, outcomes, factors 
and how working the activation system of CTAs 
in various cancers. The genetic attributes (28) and 
environmental effects (29) on the expression of 
CTAs in cancers remain unclear. Because of the 
absence of accredited biomarkers in breast cancer 

and importance of early detection of the disease 
to warranty the diagnosis and effective treatments 
in early stages, the possible candidates such as 
SYCP3 must be the subject of more studies to 
dig their efficiency as an appropriate biomarker 
and immunotherapeutic objective in various can-
cers including breast cancer.  
 

Conclusion 
 
The RNA transcript levels of the testis specific 
gene; Synaptonemal Complex Protein 3 was de-
tected in breast cancer tumors and five breast 
cancer cell lines, where it should not be normally 
expressed. The SYCP3 aberrant expression in 
breast cancer has the potential role to use as a 
detection marker for early detection of the dis-
ease as well as a suitable candidate for targeted 
therapy, which can be subject of further studies. 
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